LIFT TECHNOLOGY

Optimise manual labour.
Operators work faster, safely, with QuickPick®
Remote technology for Crown stackers. In-hand
control of lift functions ensures ideal work heights,
saves steps, and minimises stress and strain.

Remote lift gives Crown
pedestrian stacker operators
an extra helping hand when
performing manual work.
Consider the benefits
operators have reported when
using QuickPick Remote.

“It’s a real advantage being

“When I’m working near

when they were too low or

the forks, I don’t have to

high because I didn’t want

walk back to the controls to

to take the time to walk

adjust the fork height, and

back to the controls. Now

that saves a lot of steps.”

I use the glove for height

Machine Shop

positioning, so it’s much

able to control lift and lower
even when I’m carrying
something.”
Order Picking
“I used to lift things by hand

easier to save my back.”
“I have less back pain with

DIY Retail, Pulling Stock

the remote lift glove option,

for Customer Orders

because it’s easy to position
the forks at the exact height
I need.”
Retail Stocking
“This glove lets me make
height adjustments from
any spot around the truck
so I can get a better view
and keep moving.”
Assembly Line Material
Handling
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The Optimal Height
Remote lift allows operators to
position forks at the optimal height
(from 400 mm to 1,800 mm) as
they load or unload a pallet,
minimising the risk of strain
or injury. It also simplifies
transferring objects
between forks and
a rack or platform.
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Control
in hand

Less stress
and strain
Choose the ideal
height for manual
lifting/transfer
and avoid manual
high-risk lift
zones.

Save the time
and effort of
walking to the
back of the truck
to position
the forks.
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Mobile
efficiency
Activate lift and
lower functions
anywhere near
the truck, even
with hands
laden.

A Hands-On
Solution
When Crown stacker operators
need an extra hand for manual
tasks, QuickPick Remote technology
is a natural choice. It’s another
innovative technology from Crown
focused on safety and efficiency.
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